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Welcome!



Dear participants, dear friends,

On behalf of the German All Stars Bangkok, we once again warmly welcome you to this year's 33rd edition of the
Far East Football Tournament! After months of hard work to organize this event, we're very proud to host 35
football teams that will participate in this year's competitions. The two-day event has undoubtedly become a
highlight in the international football calendar in Thailand and throughout Asia.

Next to teams from Thailand, the German All Stars are happy to meet friends from Singapore, China, Dubai,
Malaysia, Cambodia, Taiwan, Vietnam and many more. We're particularly happy to welcome a team from the
African continent this year and extend our greetings to the members of Sport Klub Windhoek in Namibia. It's also
great to see that the majority of teams have participated for many years and visit us again in 2015. At the same
time, we're happy to meet new teams competing in the tournament for the first time.

Hartwig Schüler, President of German All Stars Bangkok: "It is my pleasure to welcome you to the 33rd edition of
the International Football Tournament 2015 in Bangkok, Thailand. As every year, 2014 was a wonderful event and
a major success for our beautiful game and we want to continue this success story for a very long time to come.
The German All Stars Bangkok annual tournament, this year with 35 teams and players from around the globe, is
without doubt one of the best amateur football events in Asia, if not the world. For 33 years many people give
countless hours of their free time to organize this event and my cordial thanks going to all involved in the long
history of this tournament. Now let us look forward and enjoy a weekend of football, fun and friendship.

The tournament includes different game types (11-a-side and 7-a-side) as well as different age categories with
separate competitions for players above 35 and 45. 

Next to some high-quality amateur football, visitors can join free of charge and enjoy a full program of enter-
tainment, live music by the popular Big Boy Band and – most importantly – German culinary delights. With 2-day
catering provided by local German restaurants, we can all look forward to German specialties and German beer
throughout the event. 

This year, participants can also show off their skills in our Goal in the Hole competition and win some amazing
prizes worth over 50,000THB! Make sure to join on Saturday AND Sunday as each day counts as a separate
competition with different prizes.

Last, but certainly not least, we want to thank 
all sponsors, voluntary helpers, as well as the 
referees who all helped to realize this event in 
the first place. We wish the best of luck to all 
teams, look forward to see fair sports and 
wish you all a great time!

With sporty regards on behalf of the GAS BKK,
The Organisation Team
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Welcome to the 33rd Far East Football Tournament!

HartwigGerd

Jens B. Micha

Florian IlonaTobias

Jens D.

P.S.:

Please follow us at facebook.com/fareasttournament and visit www.far-east-tournament.com as the results will be posted during the event.
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RESULTS: OPEN TOURNAMENT 2014

Cup Final:
SWISS FC Singapore – ANATOLIA Bangkok 1:0

Cup Semi Finals:
SWISS FC Singapore  – HANOI DRINK TEAM 1:0 
ANATOLIA Bangkok –  GERMAN ALL STARS Bangkok 3:0

Cup 3rd Place:
GERMAN ALL STARS Bangkok  – HANOI DRINK TEAM 2:1

Cup
1 SWISS FC Singapore 
2 ANATOLIA Bangkok
3 GERMAN ALL STARS Bangkok 
4 HANOI DRINK TEAM Hanoi
5 SAIGON HOT SHOTS Saigon 
6 MS DEUTSCHLAND Dubai 
7 LONDONERS FC Bangkok
8 VIETNAM REUNITED Vietnam

Plate
11 BAYON WANDERERS FC Cambodia
12 THE PANTERS International
13 FORBIDDEN CITY FC China
14 B54 CARNEGIES FC Taipei

Bowl
15 FARANGUTANS FC Chiang Mai
16 BANGKOK COSMOS FC Bangkok
17 WANCHAI SPARTANS FC - Hong Kong
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REVIEW: FAR EAST TOURNAMENT 2014



Swiss FC Singapore has participated in the Bangkok tournament for more than 20 years, without
interruption.
With six titles in the open category we always have fond memories - and appetite for more! 

After a memorable fight in the final last year against a superb Anadol team, we look forward to 
an equally exciting weekend this year, and hopefully a run to the final again! The squad is largely
unchanged, which means more experienced, but at the same also one year older. The team is in 
the top half of the domestic Cosmo League campaign after finishing last year in 6th place (out of
12 teams). 

As always, the Swiss FC is a good mix of players from all over the world: Mauritius, Luxembourg,
France, Japan, Kazakhstan, Liechtenstein as well as some migrants from the Italian and French-
speaking parts of Switzerland. These mercenaries have injected some flair into the hard-working
Swiss-Germans and it seems that the blend is a successful cocktail. 

We thank Bangkok German All Stars for hosting this event and look forward to a competitive week-
end of football, all played in good spirit.

Swiss FC Singapore

SWISS FC - Singapore
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The Cup Holders!
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Big Bamboo Shanghai Shooters have been competing in China's top expat league- The Shanghai 
International Football League- since their creation in 1998, becoming the most successful club in 
the league's history.

Originally British, the team,much like the Premier League, has seen a big influx of foreign "talent" over
the years since then; with France, Mexico, Chile, Spain, Holland, New Zealand, America, China and 
Italy all being represented in the current team. Despite this change in make up the Shooters have kept
alive the two great British past times of taking the piss and getting pissed,with all members becoming
experts in both. Unfortunately, perhaps due to too much training in the latter of these, the team has 
\also recently kept alive the English tradition of not translating strength on paper into titles. However
we are confident of a strong showing in Bangkok and hope to follow in the footsteps of the team who
veni vidi vici here 11 years ago. We have the added motivation of our supposed "Golden Generation"
also taking part in the Vets tournament; with the competition on to see who will make it the furthest.

Though more seriously we are hoping for some good games and we'll be pleased to be meeting some
new teams. We have some tour veterans and some new recruits, all will be sure to take home a lot of
memories, some they will want to keep and others they will undoubtedly wish they could forget. We
hope everyone involved has a fantastic time on and off the pitch! 

Big thanks to our sponsor Big Bamboo and of course the tournament organizers for making it all 
possible!

BIG BAMBOO 
SHANGHAI SHOOTERS

FC





The impressive twelfth century Angkorian "Bayon" Temple lends its name to this elegant team, which was established
exactly 20 years ago. The strength of the Angkorian Empire is reflected in the depth of this team's character.  The beauty
and elegance of the temples is noticeable in the poise and grace with which they take to the field and is clearly seen in
their flowing passes and general movement around the pitch. 

However, if the team didn't get what it wanted, the horrific brutality of the ancient Khmer kings was clearly evident in their
violent and erratic behavior on the pitch. This behavior has been wiped out in the last couple of years with the assistance
of a real "Charter" and the real elegance and grace have been installed.

Bayon are led by their coach, good-old Billy "the Hat". If the Bayon players are in the mood, they will show his unique
brand of total football, developed in his youth, around the time of Jayavarman VII. He intends to pass this on to all his
players, who will try to write history in Bangkok.

The Bayon Wanderers F.C. is a real team of "Wanderers" as the players are coming from all directions of this earth-ball. At
the moment there are 23 different nationalities playing in the club coming from all continents in the world.
The team heading for Bangkok exists out of a mix of young and old warriors. It is again a great pleasure to announce the re-
turn of female players in the Bayon team and she will contribute to the grace and elegance of the Bayon way of playing.
Participating in the Bangkok Far East International Football Tournament is a huge honor for all Bayon players and they will try
to perform on their best.

The expectations for a good result are very high and these players will try their best to reach the highest, …… to take the
Cup home for this very first time, especially celebrating the 20th year of existence in Cambodia! 
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Riding 5 points clear at the top of Beijing's foremost amateur football league at the time of writing, Forbidden City FC continues its long tradition of welcoming the
diaspora and local flames of China to its warm embrace. FCFC has representatives of over 25 nations as part of its squad, with 10 represented here in Bangkok (not
to mention those from the nations of Basque, Corsica and newly independent Scotland - "er…wishful thinking?"Ed.).  With limited side-line support given stringent
anti-partner policies on this Stag-do-cum-football tour, we hope to make up for the absent shrills of lust-stricken females with gruff chants and charming smiles
(and maybe a few lust-stricken females). Above all, visit us at: www.forbiddencityfc.comand feel free to say hi when you're next in the Middle Kingdom.
This years line-up:
Philippe- Although recently retired from managerial duties, was quick to claim BKK as 'his baby'. Bucking an age old rule, pretentious Phil continues to insist on 
bringing his boot-bag carrier on tour. Let's hope she offers her renowned 'spit-and-polish' to the whole team for once; the sharing might improve the old codger's
game.
Andy-Self-nominated penalty and free-kick taker, theBKKFootball Tour Stag will be sure to enjoy his final hoorah as a single man. Sinks, airhostesses and anything
which breathes (or appears to) beware! The self-proclaimed fit-as-a-fiddle Scotsman is prepared to leaveeverything in his wake, including himself. 
Blythe- Blythe resides where malnourished Victorian paperboy meets lumbersexual without the ability to grow a beard. Fortunately,our very own Fun Bobby comes
alive in BKK- this time with both shoulders and 'banter' intact..
Ivan-An emotional goodbye for Ivan, as Stag Do organizer and usher, he will be forced to watch his beloved Scottish pass-partner take the plunge this summer. 
Life moves on around him, and yet Ivan remains eerily the same - a pre-pubescent boy in a (nearly) post-graduate body. Andy, "you were my North, my South, my
East and West, my working week and my Sunday rest…"
Ally- Think Justin Bieber meets Blythe (see above).This 30-year old benefit-monger has takena round trip from England to make it to the tournament. Fortunately
for him the British taxpayer is picking up the cheque. He is 'proper lush' on the pitch, but will that be enough for this Bristolian love guru in finding his BKK nirvana?
Gabriel- The return of the prodigal production-line monkey. Gab has recently started playing for Shanghai's top Chinese team, FC Gaulloise Baguette de Douche but
has kindly taken time out of his schedule to join FCFC in BKK. Hope he gets his quota of boxes packed in advance!
Whitey- Leaving his home-town football mascot behind this time (a strange, small cuddly toy  in a pointed white hat and holding a flaming torch - inexplicable), 
Whiting Peter Bolan the Third heads to BKK with 2 replacement knees, a penchantfor everything labelled 'take with caution in sensible surroundings' and a ten-
dency to forget or lose EVERYTHING but his bad taste in women.
Lee- Having already returned to BKK once, or so he says, since last year's tournament, Lee obviously misses someone (thing) so much thathe makes the trip three
times in 12 months. 
Edu- Hailing from a region lacking in fresh spinach, France's answer to Popeye has spent considerable effort this year not working but rather growing as much hair
on his face as can be mustered for a man without hirsute tendencies.A beard tends to be easier to dry than head hair when exiting BKK's numerous shower cubicles
anyway.
Ed- Shirtless and shameless, the bars of BKK will need to double their tequila orders for the arrival of Aussie Ed. No doubt he will have smuggled his budgie in nice
and tight ready for a night on the town. The Slug needs a bit of moisture and a new airing.
Denis- Has adapted fast as a relative newcomer to FCFC. Confusion still arises as to whether his first name is deliberately spelt in the French way or to elicit 
notions of grandeur, or his parents are just dyslexic Mancunians.
Chris- Pre-season manager Lupton had to step down due to pulling his hamstring while answering his phone, or perhaps it was when he twisted his ankle while 
sneezing, or maybe when he dislocated his shoulder on a windy autumn day. Still, surely he will be prepared with factor 80 so that sunburn doesn't force him to 
pull out (of the tournament) 
Mehmet- Friendly, pleasant, mild-mannered and caring off the pitch, as soon as Mehmet gets into his 'raging bull' mood on the pitch, anything is possible. When I
say anything, I mean nothing. Angry stares, evil glances and plenty of explicit language. The brawl-on-the-wall contestant will need to keep his energy up throughout
the trip, hence why his suitcase will be filled with kebab-flavoured condoms. 
Luca- This Italian enigma has been promising a flyby visit to BKK for the last 3 years. Will the perennial no-show deign to grace us with his presence? Will his Korean
Russian KGB wife let him? Only time will tell! Spaghetti ala 'Putin'esca awaits his testicles if he dares.
Inigo- Prone to assaulting fellow teammates in Beijing clubs,even his subsequent apologies sound like violent grunts. When he isn't mumbling to himself in unintelli-
gible English/Basque…well, no-one really knows what he does! But blimey, he can kick a ball and Lord knows we need at leastsomeone capable of that.
Pieterbas- Beijing and Shanghai's latest fiancée-chasing App celebrity, PB, after a 3-month stint in silicon and hamburger valley, or riding those legendary Dutch 
giant waves, came back full of beans, and toast. The weight of FCFC will be on his shoulders come tournament time. Also likes to pat heads.
Sam- Straight running, straight talking, straight tequila, straight everything for Sam.Just don't hang out at Lee's choice of bar or it may be straight home followed
by straight to casualty.
Baz- With a rejuvenated toe and life destined 
for England, Barrie's swan song comes in the 
form of BKK. Hopefully he will see some minutes 
on the pitch this year to leave with some fond 
memories and perhaps another soapy tattoo. 
Jamie- little known outside thecelebrity world, 
Steve Stone of England fame had a lovechild 
with Right Said Fred early in his career and 
produced Jamie. To everyone's amazement at 
the orphanage, he is now due to marry a stunner
and is holding his stag in…you guessed it…
Charles- We sometimes jokeabout /hold team 
counselling sessions on getting into an argument 
with your missus just before BKK to ensure an 
uninterrupted trip. Over-achiever Charles just 
had to take it to the next level with his 
pump-and-dump maestro move just
minutes before take-off. 
The reins are finally 
off: world records
await.

FORBIDDEN CITY FC - China
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The German All Stars Bangkok football club was founded in 1968 when Günter Glomb started his 17-year-long
tenure as head coach of the Thai National team. Besides Mr Glomb's third place at the Asian Championships in
1972, his legacy in form of the German All Stars remains until today. The club was a founding member of the
Bangkok Casual League and the Casuals team has established themselves in the upper third of Division 1 after
winning the Division 2 championship title in 2013. 

The Casuals team is currently in a very good third position in division 1 being the second best team in Bangkok.
Despite the long history of the club, the German All Stars are anything but old-fashioned. The team consists of
all ages and nationalities. With an average of 60% German players, the club is particularly proud to welcome
team mates of any age, having any skills, from any country, playing in any position. The majority of players are
expatriates living and working (or studying) in Thailand with all sorts of different nationalities including players
from Great Britain, Turkey, the Netherlands, Bavaria, Italy, Argentina, Spain, and - of course - Thailand!

Besides the weekly trainings, league- and cup matches on weekends, the annual Far East Football Tournament
is the absolute highlight for everyone. The whole team is looking forward to compete and enjoy a brewed 
beverage with all teams afterwards.
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Loic will join us again this year. His single room is booked and he is still refusing to play in the 
veteran category. Don't be fooled by his white hairs, the experience is there
Tahar will once again join Saigon Hotshots, his dream team. After having missed the Saigon 7's
Tournament for a suspicious visa issue, we trust he'll make it on time in Bangkok and hold our 
defence like he did in the 2 previous edition.
Jean is a new comer in the team and look forward to participate in his first international tourna-
ment. He is young and never went to Thailand so we just hope he will be on the pitch on Satur-
day morning
Clement, our new captain already put his name in the club Hall of fame by scoring the winning
goal last season assuring the SIFL title. He is always present for special occasion so he will make
sure to stay in the hall of fame.
Leo, our Argentinian sentinel already started his BQQ diet. Our social media manager will cover
the event. Make sure to follow us on instagram and Facebook for the highlight of the weekend!
@SaigonHotshots
Charly our manager will once again bring the team and make sure everyone sleep well, eat well,
don't get lost, get the best Four square tips in Bangkok, get a clean and nice shirt and bring great
memories from the weekend. While on the pitch, as usual, he'll try to catch up with his best years
as a footballer long, long time ago.
Charles will not travel from far as he is based in Bangkok. He will show us the way to the place 
to be at night and control the midfield during the day.
Michael from Singapore alias Adebayor's mission will be to score goals. He already has a clear
idea of how they will look like. But he is not sharing it with his teammates yet. Mainly because 
he does not know them yet but we trust that won't be a problem as this is the case for the whole
team.

Kevin Fox, our top scorer and party leader will unfortunately miss us this year. Saigon Saints will
have to find a new strategy to have a chance to beat us this year.

All in all we have a good team and we are hoping to defend our title. That said if we perform 
badly on the first day it wouldn't be the end of the world. It just simply means we will do our 
best to concur the bars of Bangkok at night."

"The Saigon Hotshots are now participating to this tournament
for the fourth time. After bringing back the trophy two years
ago, the last edition was a little bit more disappointing losing in
quarterfinal. This year Hotshots will be approaching this tour-
nament with a complete new team partnering with Butcher FC
from KL. Tahar will this time come with a bunch of fellows and
try to prove that Phuket tournament was simply a wrong turn.
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Established since August 2012, we are a Bangkok based team who play in

the BKK casuals league. This year we started a second team and now have

two teams playing in two different divisions in the league. I would say our

team mostly comprises of British players although, we have a good number

of players from other nationalities also. Last year we won the BKK casuals

league second division title and are now looking to consolidate in the top

division. This will be our first time competing in the International Far East

Tournament. We will look to enter an "all star" team which will be a mixture

of players from both our first and second teams. We look forward to playing

against some great international teams in a fantastic tournament. Good luck

to every team and we look forward to meeting and playing against some of

you soon. 

Sportsman F.C.

SPORTSMAN F.C. - BangkokSPORTSMAN F.C. - Bangkok
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The 1TM Football Club was formed in Singapore back in May 2004 primarily
from a combination of Barbarians FC and Brewerkz FC players.

The club has since integrated with Latini FC (predominantly continental 
Europeans) and St Andrews (Scotland) and is very proud of its cosmopolitan
family make up. This melting pot of nationalities always brings together an
amusing array of lively debates over footballing philosophies. 

From the "Tiki-taka" to the Route One "Put snow on it!" we will adapt accor-
dingly. Allez!

TANAH MMERAH FF.C. - SSingapore





Formed in 1995 and almost called Saigon Smokers (a reference to some, um, potential sponsors at
the time) Saigon Saints quickly became one of HCMC's most respected amateur football clubs.
We are a completely amateur expat Football club run by a team of (mostly) willing volunteers. 

We compete in the annual Saigon International League every year and train on a weekly basis. We
also hold regular social events to keep our footballers entertained and during the year there are
international tours and weekend trips to glamorous locations in Vietnam.

The Saints are proud to be one of the most diverse football teams in the SIFL -- our current 
squad contains players from Ireland, England, Scotland, France, Belgium, Holland, Spain, 
Sweden, the US, Australia, New Zealand, Thailand and Vietnam and in recent times we 
have had players from Denmark, Ecuador, Singapore, Turkey, Italy, Mexico, and many 
other countries around the world. 

O when the Saints come marching in!
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RESULTS: VETERANS TOURNAMENT 2014 (+35)

Final results Cup

1. FINEXSYS FC Kuala Lumpur

2. OLYMPIQUE MASTER Singapore

3. FARANGUTANS FC Chiang Mai 

4. GERMAN OLD STARS Bangkok

5. BUONISSIMO F.C. Chiang Mai

6. FC FARANG Koh Phangan

7. SPARTANS FC Hong Kong

8. HIBERNIANS FC Singapore

Final results Plate

9. GERMAN OLD STARS Singapore

10. HANOI DRINK TEAM Hanoi

11. FRENCH SOCCEROS Singapore

12. RED STAR KL Kuala Lumpur

Final results Bowl

13. MALAYSIAN GRASSHOPPERS Kuala Lumpur

14. VODOO F.C. Shanghai

RESULTS: MASTERS TOURNAMENT 2014 (+45)
Final results Cup

1. SPVGG BESIGHEIM Germany

2. BCCT BANGKOK ANGELS Bangkok

3. SEVEN SAMURAI Japan

4. SINGAPORE ALL STARS Singapore

Final results Plate

5. MALAYSIAN GRASSHOPPERS Kuala Lumpur

6. GERMAN OLD STARS Bangkok 

7. BANGKOK HOSPITAL GERIATRICS Bangkok
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REVIEW: FAR EAST TOURNAMENT 2014
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FINEXSYS FC - Malaysia

This will be Finexsys FC's fifth consecutive year of participation in this great tournament, and 
second year playing in the Over-35s category.  This year, our band of happy-go-lucky football
tourists will feel the added pressure of returning as defending champions.  We aim to give it our
best shot in this year's tournament and hold onto the trophy for one more year.

We hope to meet old friends and play in some competitive matches.  And we are looking to make
new acquaintances and arrange tours and friendly matches anywhere in South East Asia for the
rest of 2015 and beyond.

So, I hope you will join us in the fun that is the German All Stars' Bangkok Far East Football Tour-
nament - both on and off the field.

Just ask our coach.  His tactical instructions are: "Go out there and enjoy your football!"

That is advice all our players take to heart, combining their holidays with their love of football.

The Vets

Cup Holders!





Baker Tilly Wanchai Spartans HK, chomping at the bit, are back to compete in the prestigious
Bangkok Tournament once again.

This year we have players flying in from the UK, France & the U.S together with the usual suspects
from Hong Kong, this shows what a great event the tournament has become, & has nothing to do
with getting their fill of the various massage parlours & night life apparently? This year we have left
all the fat lads at home (Apart from Kenny - someone needs to carry the water) & have a fitter more
leaner & elegant team hoping to get past the first game without any casualties.

Wanchai Spartans have evolved in Hong Kong over the years to several competitive teams & are
currently competing @ the top of various leagues from the Yau Yee & Legal League, & a newly 
established competitive Vets league, but once again the usual old boys who have been attending
tournaments for far too many years are to step up & compete once again!
So with the invite to continue to show our prowess on the field and staying power through the
weekend, which still may remain to be proven by a sprinkling of "tour virgins", we jumped at the
chance to attend.

The Spartans spirit still remains the same, a social bunch of multi national (English, Scottish, 
Australian, South African, American & even some French....Yes I know, we have also gained the
services of a couple of dodgy looking Indians, Algerians & the usual cowboys, we will be looking 
at surviving the weekend unscathed on the pitch, off it, well that's a different matter!

May I also Thanks again the organisers for all their hard work every year in running the best 
football tour in Asia.

Have a great weekend
Baker Tilly Wanchai Spartans

SPARTANS FC - Hong KongSPARTANS FC - Hong Kong
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The impressive twelfth century Angkorian "Bayon" Temple lends its name to this elegant team, which was established
exactly 20 years ago. The strength of the Angkorian Empire is reflected in the depth of this team's character.  The beauty
and elegance of the temples is noticeable in the poise and grace with which they take to the field and is clearly seen in
their flowing passes and general movement around the pitch. 

However, if the team didn't get what it wanted, the horrific brutality of the ancient Khmer kings was clearly evident in their
violent and erratic behavior on the pitch. This behavior has been wiped out in the last couple of years with the assistance
of a real "Charter" and the real elegance and grace have been installed.

Bayon are led by their coach, good-old Billy "the Hat". If the Bayon players are in the mood, they will show his unique
brand of total football, developed in his youth, around the time of Jayavarman VII. He intends to pass this on to all his
players, who will try to write history in Bangkok.

The Bayon Wanderers F.C. is a real team of "Wanderers" as the players are coming from all directions of this earth-ball. At
the moment there are 23 different nationalities playing in the club coming from all continents in the world.
The team heading for Bangkok exists out of a mix of young and old warriors. It is again a great pleasure to announce the re-
turn of female players in the Bayon team and she will contribute to the grace and elegance of the Bayon way of playing.
Participating in the Bangkok Far East International Football Tournament is a huge honor for all Bayon players and they will try
to perform on their best.

The expectations for a good result are very high and these players will try their best to reach the highest, …… to take the
Cup home for this very first time, especially celebrating the 20th year of existence in Cambodia! 



The Big Bamboo Shanghai Shooters Football Club compete in China's top amateur expat league - the
Shanghai International Football League (SIFL) - and since our formation in 1998 have become the
most successful football team in the league's history with 8 SIFL Premier League titles, 9 SIFL Cups 
and 3 Hebiguichi League Cups.

However, our the on field success of the noughties has not quite translated into success a decade later
possibly due to the copious amounts of Shooter Champagne (JD coke) that was consumed in those 
days, although our Chairman and team manager for the weekend, John Jofre, might argue that it is for
the opposite reason given these days few of us can do more than a couple of glasses (Diet coke as well)
and last past 9pm.

This is our first year in the Vetscompetition in Bangkok and we are just hoping to make it further than
our "youth" team in the Open.

The team that will be entertaining you this weekend is a motley crew of expats from all over the globe
from traditional footballing powerhouses like NZ, USA and Mexico, to smaller nations like France and
England and amongst our ranks there will be a handful of debutants who have been eagerly awaiting
their step up to the big time.

We wish everyone a great weekend, many thanks to our sponsor the Big Bamboo for making this hap-
pen for us, and to the organizers and sponsors of the tournament.

BIG BAMBOO 
SHANGHAI SHOOTERS

FC
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CCOOSSMMOOSS FFCC BB AA NN GG KK OO KK

Bangkok Cosmos Football Club was founded in 2001 by a group of 
Swiss and American friends to play in the International League in 
Bangkok. 

The league was comprised of expat teams from each of the major 
footballing nations such as England, Germany, Italy, France and 
Japan. Cosmos FC was formed to provide players from smaller 
footballing nations a chance to play at the highest amateur level 
in Bangkok. Over the past decade the team has had players from 
7 nations of Europe, 6 nations of the Americas, 4 nations of Asia 
and 3 nations of Africa. The team prides itself on its diverse 
background as well as its competitive and social atmosphere.
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The German All Stars Veterans take part in the monthly Vets Tournament 
held every first Sunday of the month in Bangkok. Despite being the oldest 
and maybe heaviest team in most of the tournaments, the Vets have been 
quite successful also during the last season - and always have lots of fun 
on and besides the pitch. The team also joins other tournaments in 
Bangkok and throughout Asia. The annual trip to Manila is just one 
of these activities.

Just like their younger team mates from the Casuals team, the Vets are 
particularly proud to have team members from all around the world. 
The Far East Football Tournament is always a highlight in the calendar 
and the Vets Team looks forward to meet old and new friends during this 
weekend.

The season 2014/2015 was not the most successful for our Vets. Most of the tournaments
they ended somewhere in the middle of the table - only in the December Tournament they
made it to the final and just lost very unlucky in overtime.

For the rest of the season as well as for the next one, the Vets are hoping that some new
players will join as the team lost quite some players during the last months and will loose
some more in the coming months due to various reasons.

Besides playing football, the German All Stars Bangkok players, family members, friends,
sponsors and supporters are engaged in many social activities e.g. the yearly Christmas 
Party, the annual Season End Trip and some other activities during each year.

If any player 35 years or older is still looking for a team to play here in Bangkok - let the
Vets know - they will be happy if new team mates will join them.
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"The German All Stars Singapore participating the 10th consecutive Far East tournament
this year. In this years tournament we are represented in all compettitions:
Masters (merged with Hibs Singapore), Casuals (merged with Germans Dubai) and
the Vets (noo merger).

In order to be successful we have decided for the following squad:
Goal: Nick "The Stick" Wolhuis, Klaus "Katze" Black
Defense: Markus "Z" Zylajev, Jens "Nur der HSV" Taubken, Philip "Mitch" von Pein
Midfield: Joerg " Wolle" Kuehn, Thomas "Tommy" Berner, Sascha "Heussi" Heussler,
Forward: Marco "Richy" Richter, Frank "The Tank" Reitermann
Coach: Timo "Smicer" Schmidt

The GAS Management team is convinced that these alcoholics will bring light intto the dark to play a more
successful Far East tournament compared to our performances in previous yyears. The Stick and Katze will
ensure that we not concede any goals within the two days of footballl. With our strong defense, Z as our
"Dauerlaeufer", Mitch the Fighter and Jens who is unfortunatelyy HSV supporter, we are sure that these guys sup-
port our goalies not to concede any goals over the weekend. Wolle, Tommy and Heussi are in charge to
support the strikers with passes and deliveries iin order to convert our unlimited chances.

We are trying to leave best impressions to our freshman sstriker Richy who is visiting the city of angels the 1st
time - looking forward to your strikes on aand off the pitch - see you next year again. But as we all know striking is
your biggest issue and therefore we have The Tank to support you in this regards. Thanks for joining us also the
1st time at the 32nd Far East Tournament.

Not to forget to mention Coach Smicer who will ensure not only unforgeettable speeches but also the beer supply
after each match.

Thanks for organizing, as we all know, thhe best hobby football tournament in Asia.
VETS GAS Singapore





HANOI  DDRINK TTEAM - VVietnam
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The Hibs are once again pleased to be entering the GAS Easter Tournament and have 
carefully selected a squad containing plenty of footballing ability, petty squabbling, heavy
drinking and bad behavior.  We are hopeful this rare mix of skills will serve us well as we 
try to emulate Jim Campbells successful Bowl trophy win of 2013 - a tournament in which
we only won one game all weekend and got away with the biggest piece of daylight robbery 
since the days of Dick Turpin.

With a number of the team having gone to Manila last November, past experience suggests 
there be a few hangovers on the pitch come match day.  However we have been preparing 
for a few months now by spending weekends at Muddy Murphys Irish Pub on Somerset 
Road.  The lovely staff there have been training us with Beer, Jaeger, Vodka and anything 
else we can pour into a glass to make sure hangovers are no longer the crippling nightmare 
they used to be. 

We welcome a few new faces to the touring party, with Ed, Lloyd and Trevor bravely joining 
us for their first ever Hibs tour.  Tunners, Danny and Rob will all be in attendance for the 
umpteenth time, withZlatan, Kieran and Raja having navigated Phuket, Bali and Manila, 
coming to see what the City of Angels has to offer.   At time of writing there are still another 
5 or so players to confirm for what is probably my favorite tournament in SEA.

The Hibs have gone from strength to strength in recent years, currently boasting 7 different 
11 a side teams in various leagues around Singapore, as well as a midweek Futsal team.  
Possibly the biggest amateur football club in Singapore, and definitely the most social, it's 
our pleasure to come and try our luck in the 33rd International Far East Tournament. 

Up the Hibbees!"

HIBERNIANS FFC - SSingapore
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Red Star KL is a Malaysia football team, established in 2001, and made up of Scots, Malaysians, Iraqis, Jordanians,
Dutch, Norwegians, oh and English. We play in the WVFL veteran league in Kuala Lumpur with our home pitch next
to the world famous Batu Caves.

We enjoy to take part in as many international tournaments as possible to give our wives and girlfriends a little pie-
ce and quiet. We were lucky enough to with the tournament in 2013, but we are still not sure how we managed to do
it!

Rob - Founder of Red Star KL, old style centre half who seems to have lapses of concentration on the pitch and 
believes he is actually our centre forward.

Joe - Manager and steel centre half, who also is available for tennis lessons.

Eric - assistant manager, solid and tenacious defender, which is in complete opposite to his quiet and friendly 
attitude off the pitch.

Steve - tournament organiser, the ageing midfield powerhouse who has to rely more and more on reading of the 
game than his pace. Will endeavour to ensure they guys are in bed by 10 and stick to the 2 pint rule before the 
game.

Mark - the veteran of more tournaments than the team put together, is our Thai (English really) local guide now 
living in Singapore. Adds style and flair to the team on the pitch although his dress sense is a bit dubious at times.

Glen - also a veteran of many tournaments who has already told the management he won't be able to play on the
Sunday. We are not sure if this is to do with his advancing years or he and Mark have planned a big cultural site 
seeing Saturday night. Fortunately he did say he would be available if we reached the final.

Ollie - goal keeper, loving referred to as fumbles, played outstandingly in 2013, so hopefully he can produce a 
similar display to help the tiring old foagies in front of him. Also the provider of our stylish tournament tops.

Howard - he brings power and speed to the team and an amazing ability to be constantly smoking, a true athlete.

Richard 'Slugger Sandall' - Our 'hip' Red Star legend here for the rubs and the tugs. He may be old but he 
still has stamina.

Red Star KL - Malaysia





It is with mixed feelings that Swiss FC is entering a team into the Veterans section for the first
time. On the one hand, we are delighted to play on the centre court, traditionally reserved for the
elderly (official reason being that many of these players could not walk all the way to the far pitch
without collapsing), but at the same time a bit sad as it means that the body clock is also ticking
for the Swiss. 

We will try to adapt to the speed of play in the veterans section, and for that we have called 
upon five Zurich-based players. No doubt, they will find the heat and humidity suffocating, and
hence their pace will naturally slow down. The Swiss contingent comes courtesy of former Swiss FC
coach/player Stavros Kofinas, who has relocated to Switzerland last year. We have also recruited
a true Aussie and have a crazy Brit between the sticks. So who says the Swiss are xenophobic? 

We are truly embracing players from all backgrounds, for as long as they can kick a ball!

Swiss FC Singapore

SWISS FC - Singapore
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The 1TM Football Club was formed in Singapore back in May 2004 primarily
from a combination of Barbarians FC and Brewerkz FC players.

The club has since integrated with Latini FC (predominantly continental 
Europeans) and St Andrews (Scotland) and is very proud of its cosmopolitan
family make up. This melting pot of nationalities always brings together an
amusing array of lively debates over footballing philosophies. 

From the "Tiki-taka" to the Route One "Put snow on it!" we will adapt accor-
dingly. Allez!

TANAH MMERAH FF.C. - SSingapore
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Jens born in Germany, living in Phuket 10 Years, Play: Striker 
>GAS BKK Far East Tournament Organizer 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015
>German All Star tournament  in Bangkok 2nd, 3rd and 5th place with the Team FAT, BOLD and UGLY

Franz born in Germany living in Phuket, Play: Midfeld Team Capt'n
>FC Wacker Germany, SC South Germany
>German All Star tournament  in Bangkok 2nd, 3rd and 5th place with the Team FAT, BOLD and UGLY

Cosmo  von Rosen "child prodigy" born in Denmark, Play: Striker
>Played for KB (Copenhagen) and CSC (Copenhagen)
>A true natural talentand a born striker with more than 1,000 Goals in his career. Cosmo is the 

prodigy and the most dangerous weapon in the Phuket team and also the most hand some one!

Peter born in Germany, Play: Defence
>Played for TSV 1860 München

Jean Gitano born in Germany, living in Phuket, Play: Midfild
>Played for 1. FC Union Berlin
>German All Star tournament  in Banglok 2nd, 3rd and 5th place with the Team FAT, BOLD and UGLY

Werner born in Switzerland, living in Phuket, Play: Goal Keeper

Chris  living in Dubai, Play: Goal Keeper

VINI VVIDI VVICI

ANDAMAN SSEA FFC - PPhuket
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BCCT Bangkok Angels are back again at the INTERNATIONALFAREASTFOOTBALLTOURNAMENT after our loss in the final of
the old farts competition to SPVGG Besigheim from Germany. It was their first visit to Thailand in 2014 and we understand that they
won't be bringing their wives this year which will slow them down considerably.  So here we are again. Hopefully our hosts will give
us a proper seven-a-side pitch and not a postage stamp to play on this year. This scribe is totally clueless on who is going to sign
up to play and who will turn up on the day. The following is guesswork. You might expect a finely-tuned, multi-national and well-
rounded group of old farts and you won't be wrong:

NEIL TORRANCE - skirt-wearing shot-stopper.Models latest in body glove goalkeeping kit. Calm under pressure and very pleasant
under sedation. Don't mention Ally Maxwell to him! 

STEVE KERR - what a cantankerous whinger. Single, of course but rarely alone. Sadly, the player most likely to turn up on time and
with the kit.Financial adviser to Rangers Football Club.

TERRY BOULTON - cultured Goonercentre-half - a cross between Willie Young and Will Young. After years of prostituting himself to
any team in need of players, he is now paying a lot more with men his own age. 

JASON SORE - chip off the old block. Old-style centre-half.Occasional goalkeeper now given that up because the ball hit his hand -
and broke it. Laughs like a buffalo in labour. Plays like a buffalo in ……

TREVOR ALLEN - was a great left back in his youth.Played against the greats and David Moyes.Nearly had a career with Clydebank
but came to Bangkok instead. Smart move.Gave up football for 25 years. You can't tell. 

JASON DINSDALE - cultured left footer with a cracking shot sometimes on target. Will always score at least one screamer.Long suf-
fering Villa supporter.Makes money for Trevor.Handsome lothario.

SHAUN MULLEN - Sheffield's finest export. Mirrors the steel industry - in decay and struggling to compete.Combative ankle-tapping
midfield dynamo with a cultured left foot.Lothario.

CHRIS HUGHES - very  quietunless he's scoring. Won the Football Remembers Cup in December almost single-handedly. Team gin-
ger - a cross between Chris Evans and Emlyn Hughes.

JULIAN BUTCHER - Bangkok's favouriteButcher. Recently had major surgery. Brain now reconnected to his feet. Defies age and
common sense to cover large areas of the pitch, occasionally usefully.

PATRICK MENHORN - Swiss. Newspaper delivery boy.Diplomatically neutral when tackling, swiftly horizontal when being
tackled.Strong player. Should be the difference between us winning or losing but…….

KENNY KING - another now more comfortable playing with guys his own age. Cultured Scottish midfielder. Has obviously played a
better standard of football but we've brought him down to our level.  

HAROLD HENTHORN - American.

DANIEL POOLE - twice the man he was when he first arrived in Thailand 20 years ago. Goal-hanger.Covers less ground than any 
other player. Old style MC looking for a late cameo.  

GREG WATKINS - rumoured to have given up drinking to lose weight. Still occupies a large area. Rarely seen out these days. 
Penalty-scoring goalkeeper in the Football Remembers Cup.

The chances of all these lads turning up for the first game are slim so expect some last minute replacements.

B C C T  B A N G K O K  A N G E L S
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The Malaysian Grasshoppers were formed in 1993 predominantly for the 
German speaking community in Kuala Lumpur.The basis of the team was to 
play hard and even socialize harder.

Over the Years die MG's have become international in nature and have to 
welcomed many local Malaysians to play with them, but the hard-core is still 
German speaking.

The Name Grasshoppers emanates from the Swiss team Grasshoppers 
Zurich, and the MG's have tried in vain over the years to match their illustrious
European counterparts for style and quality.

Nevertheless, win or lose the MG's have Premier league status when it comes 
to the 'third half' with many players shining more in the bar than in the box.
The future looks bright for the Malaysian Grasshoppers.The Numbers players
continues to increase, the standard of play improves with every Weissbeer 
consumed.

Until today,the MG's are group of friends who have the excuse of playing 
football every Saturday to have a beer after the game and laugh.

Joerg
Captain Malaysian Grasshoppers

Malaysian Grasshoppers
Kuala Lumpur

Malaysian Grasshoppers
Kuala Lumpur
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TOTOS TITANS - Bangkok

A team of players from Bangna Area in Bangkok, which 
was established in the beginning of year 2000 by gathering
people, who love play soccer together around this area. 
Joining the BCCT Tesco Lotus Tournament for 4 consecutive
years and would love to participate in this extinguish event
hosted by GAS of Thailand as well for our first time. 

Hope we can make this tournament to be a memorable event
that we cannot forget. 
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Rules of Competition 2015
In general, all FIFA rules apply to this Tournament (except of corruption). Major exceptions and clarifications
are described below. In line with officially practiced FIFA rules, the Referee’s decisions are final. No one shall
dispute his decisions in any way, on or off the field during the tournament.

• In accordance with Article 3 of the FIFA Statutes: 
Discrimination of any kind against a country, private person 
or group of people on account of race, skin colour, ethnic, 
national or social origin, gender, language, religion, political 
opinion or any other opinion, wealth, birth or any other 
status, sexual orientation or any other reason is strictly 
prohibited and punishable by suspension or expulsion.

• There will only be one referee during each match 
(no linesmen).

• The 33rd International Far East Football Tournament will have 
a “no-age-limit”, “11-a-side“, “11-a-half“, “full-field“, 
“no-offside“, “rolling-subs“, and “yellow-card-sitout-the-half“ 
format in the OPEN Competition and a “over 35-age-limit“, 
“7-a-side“, “7-a-half“, “half-field“, “no-offside“, “rolling-subs“, 
and “yellow-card-sit-out-the-half“ format in the VETS and 
MASTERS competitions.

• Players shall be allowed to play for more than one (1) team in
the entire tournament, only if the Captains of the two (2) rele-
vant teams and the player who is switching teams agree to it.

• According to FIFA rules, shin-guards are mandatory equip-
ment.

• In the Group Phase, each team shall be awarded with three 
(3) points for a win, one (1) point for a draw, and zero 
(0) point for a loss.

• In addition, one (1) - and, only one (1) - extra bonus point 
shall be rewarded to the winning team that can score three 
(3) or more goals in one (1) match. This means a maximum 
of four (4) points per match for any winning team.

• All matches shall be played according to the tournament 
schedule as announced by the organizers during captain’s 
meeting. Any team arriving more than five (5) minutes late 
after the scheduled kick-off time, their match shall be consi-
dered as forfeiting the match with 0-2 walk-over. The punctu-
al team shall be awarded with two (2) goals and three (3) 
points. If both teams are late (usually Sunday early morning 
matches!), they shall both be penalized with a 2-0 loss.

• A team must have a minimum of eight (8) Players (5 for Vets 
and Masters) at the start of each of their matches; otherwise 
the team shall be considered as forfeiting the match with a 
0-2 walk-over. The opponent team shall be awarded with 
two (2) goals and three (3) points accordingly.

• Unlimited rolling substitutions (“rolling-subs”) are allowed, and
players who are substituted are permitted to return to play at 
a later time within the same match or later matches.

• Substitutions shall be made as the two (2) playing teams see 
it fit without stopping the match. Since it is rolling-subs, the 
on-coming substitute shall exchange places with the out-go-
ing player at the same spot on the same sideline.

• In the interest of fairness and controlling rough tackles & late 
hits, any player receiving a yellow card during either half of a 
match will be sent off, without being substituted, until the 
end of that half during that match (“yellow-card-sit-out-the-
half”), leaving his team one (1) player less for the remaining 
minutes of that half. The yellow-carded Player shall be per-
mitted to return to the same match in the 2nd half or play in 
his team’s next match. A Player with two (2) yellow-cards
collected in one (1) match shall automatically be sent off, 
and is suspended for the next match.

• A direct red card shall also lead to an immediate send-off 
from the match as well as an automatic penalty of one (1) 
match suspension, with the possibility of further disciplinary 
action by the Organizing Committee.

• The following four (4) criteria shall apply so as to decide the 
group rankings: [1] Goal difference, [2] Goals scored, [3] the 
score of the match between the deadlocked teams, 
[4] Sudden-death-penalty-shoot-out. The winning teams in 
all competitions shall continue on playing through their Quar-
ter Finals, the Semi Finals and the Final.

• In case the teams draw at the end of the regulation time for 
the matches there shall be a penalty shoot-out immediately, 
without playing any extra time, following the match to decide 
the winner of the match.

• The following rules shall be observed for all the penalty 
shoot-outs in this Tournament:
> Before the shoot-out, each team shall select their initial 
three (3) penalty-taking Players from the players on the field, 
and register their names & numbers with the Referee.
> In case it is still a draw after the initial three (3) of each 
team, the winner shall be decided based on the sudden-
death penalty shoot-out rule. In case it is still a draw after all 
the Players in either of the team¡¦s roster have taken penal-
ties, then the turn rotates and re-starts from the first (1st) 
Player in the initial three (3) penalty takers based on the 
sequence of Players and their shirt numbers as recorded by 
the Referee.
> The goalkeepers of the teams during the penalty shoot-
outs can be chosen from any Player within the entire roster 
of their squad; however, (barring a serious injury situation) 
teams shall not change goalkeepers during the middle of a 
particular penalty shoot-out.

• The winner of the Final Matches (whether in regulation time 
or after a possible penalty shoot-out) in all of the competi-
tions shall be declared as the champions of their respective 
competitions; whilst, of course, the winner of the Cup Com-
petition being the Tournament Champion.

• Any event not covered above shall be discussed and deci-
ded by the Organizing Committee of German All Stars Bang-
kok during the 2-day Tournament in consultation with the 
Referees Committee. Inevitably, but authoritatively, their deci-
sions are final!

• In the Vets and Masters competitions no sliding tackles close
to an opponent. Goalkeepers can slide in a fair way inside 
the penalty box, outside the box the same rule applies for 
him as for a field player

• Medical treatment on sight will be offered from Bangkok 
Hospital free of charge; however any further treatment and 
services outside the tournament’s compound will be subjec-
ted to the normal fees and charges.

• Sunday after the 1st game of the second round started the 
schedule is fixed. Teams need to check their positions and 
schedules to eventually claim mistakes before the 1st game 
of the second round on Sunday start.
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THANK YOU! DANKE SCHÖN! KOP KHUN KRAP!

On behalf of all members of the German All Stars Bangkok and all other involved in
the 33rd Far East Football Tournament 2015, we would like to express our heartfelt
thanks to all our sponsors listed below for making it possible to let this wonderful
and unique event happen again. With their generous support, this year‘s tournament
became even more popular. We are delighted to continue this longstanding Asian 
tradition in a fine way.






